
5 KEYS
to communicate with your 

teen about digital devices 

and screen time
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T E E N S ,  C O M M U N I C A T I O N ,  A N D  S C R E E N  T I M E

Strong communication between 

parents and teenagers plays a 

pivotal role in fostering healthy 

relationships and ensuring the 

well-being of both parties.

Here are our five key components to better 

communication between parents and teenagers:

Parents play a crucial role in guiding their teenagers through the complexities of the digital 

age. As technology becomes deeply integrated into daily life, conversations about screen 

time and social media use gain increasing importance. Effective communication involves not 

only setting rules but also understanding the reasons behind teenagers’ digital behaviors. 

By fostering an open dialogue, parents can gain insight into their teens’ digital habits and 

concerns, paving the way for collaborative solutions that promote balanced and responsible 

usage.

In today’s interconnected world, the impact of digital device screen time on teenagers’ 

mental and physical health cannot be overstated. Adolescents spend a significant portion 

of their time engaging with screens, whether it be through social media platforms, online 

gaming, or educational content. These digital interactions can shape their self-esteem, 

social relationships, and overall well-being. Consequently, navigating discussions around 

screen time requires sensitivity and understanding from both parents and teenagers. 

Through effective communication strategies, parents can address concerns about excessive 

screen time while also acknowledging the positive aspects of technology in their teens’ 

lives, ultimately fostering a balanced approach that supports their development and health.
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Active listening involves fully concentrating on what the teenager is saying, 

understanding their perspective, and responding empathetically. It helps 

parents gain insight into their teenager’s thoughts and feelings, fostering trust 

and mutual understanding.

ACTIVE LISTENING1

Creating an open, honest environment where teenagers are comfortable 

expressing themselves encourages transparency and reduces the likelihood 

of misunderstandings or conflicts. When discussing topics like screen time, 

teenagers are more likely to adhere to guidelines if they feel heard and 

respected.

BE OPEN AND HONEST2

Clearly outlining expectations and boundaries regarding digital device usage 

helps teenagers understand the reasons behind limitations and promotes 

responsible behavior. It also reduces arguments and negotiation by providing a 

framework for healthy screen time habits.

SET CLEAR EXPECTATIONS3

Recognizing and validating teens’ emotions and perspectives fosters empathy 

and strengthens the parent-child bond. When discussing screen time, 

acknowledging the importance of technology while also emphasizing the 

need for balance can lead to more meaningful conversations and cooperation.

EMPATHY + UNDERSTANDING4

Consistently checking in with teenagers about their screen time habits 

demonstrates ongoing support and concern for their well-being. It allows 

parents to address any issues or concerns promptly and make adjustments as 

needed, reinforcing the importance of responsible digital device usage.

CHECK IN AND FOLLOW UP5
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IN SUMMARY...
...Effective communication between parents 
and teenagers regarding digital device screen 
time is pivotal in cultivating healthy habits, 
mitigating potential risks, and nurturing 
positive relationships.

By actively listening, fostering openness, 
setting clear expectations, empathizing, 
and conducting regular check-ins, parents 
can adeptly navigate discussions about 
screen time, empowering their teenagers to 
make responsible choices in today’s digital 
landscape.


